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ABSTRACT
We describe a system that classifies the polarity of Spanish
tweets. We adopt a hybrid approach, which combines ma-
chine learning and linguistic knowledge acquired by means
of nlp. We use part-of-speech tags, syntactic dependencies
and semantic knowledge as features for a supervised classi-
fier. Lexical particularities of the language used in Twitter
are taken into account in a pre-processing step. Experi-
mental results improve over those of pure machine learning
approaches and confirm the practical utility of the proposal.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Retrieval and Storage]: Content
Analysis and Indexing—Linguistic processing ; I.2.7 [Artificial
Intelligence]: Natural Language Processing—Text analysis

General Terms
Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords
Document Analysis, Linguistic Analysis, Machine Learning,
Opinion Mining, Sentiment Analysis, Twitter

1. INTRODUCTION
Opinion Mining (om) has become a relevant field of research
in the last decade. With the explosion of the Web 2.0, many
users employ social media to share their opinions and expe-
riences about products, services or relevant people. In this
context, one of the most popular social media is Twitter.
In this microblogging network, users express their views in
micro documents (tweets) of up to 140 characters, partic-
ularly about current topics, which is an important source
of information for companies, especially for their business
intelligence and marketing departments.
We present a system which classifies the polarity of Spanish
tweets taking into account linguistic knowledge. We use as
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our starting point an external semantic-based om system,
using its output as features for a supervised classifier. We
then include pos-tags and syntactic information in the form
of syntactic dependencies. Lastly, we provide an automatic
mechanism to enrich and adapt semantic knowledge to a spe-
cific domain. We evaluate our proposal with the tass 2012

corpus, which distinguishes between six different categories.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We start
by describing our proposal in Section 2. In Section 3 we show
the experimental results. Finally, we present conclusions
and future work in Section 4.

2. POLARITY CLASSIFICATION HYBRID
SYSTEM

The polarity classification task has mainly been tackled from
two different perspectives: semantic-based [15] and super-
vised [9]. Semantic approaches are characterised by the use
of semantic orientation (so) dictionaries or opinion lexicons.
They have been applied successfully in many contexts, but
their performance drops on Twitter, where there is a high
frequency of subjective elements, such as emoticons or Twit-
ter special expressions, which are not included in general
opinion lexicons; this results in a low recall [18].
With respect to supervised classifiers, their main drawback
is their high domain dependency and the cost of creating new
training data. Supervised methods typically represent the
text as a bag of words, learning the perception of a word for
a specific context. However, their performance drops drasti-
cally when the same classifier is used to categorise texts from
a different field [13]. In contrast with these approaches, we
propose a hybrid system which combines lexical, syntactic
and semantic knowledge with machine learning techniques.
In particular, linguistic features are used to feed an smo, an
implementation of svm, presented in [10], and incorporated
by default in the weka data mining software [5]. Figure 1
shows the general architecture of our proposal, whose com-
ponents will be described in Section 2.
To train and evaluate our approach we use the tass 2012

corpus, presented at the Workshop on Sentiment Analysis
at sepln

1 [17]. It is a collection of Spanish tweets writ-
ten by public figures that is composed of a training and
a test set which contain 7,219 and 60,798 tweets, respec-
tively. Each one is annotated with one of these six categories:
strongly positive (p+), positive (p), neutral (neu), negative
(n), strongly negative (n+) or without opinion (none). An

1Sociedad Española para el Procesamiento del Lenguaje
Natural



Figure 1: General architecture of the system

annotation in four classes was also proposed (p+ and n+

classes are included into p and n, respectively). The gold
standard has been generated by a pooling of the submis-
sions of the workshop followed by a thorough human review
for the thousands of ambiguous cases.

2.1 Pre-processing
As a previous step, all tweets were pre-processed as follows:

• Emoticon replacement : We employ the emoticon col-
lection published in [1]. Each emoticon is replaced in
the text by one of these five labels: strong positive
(esp), positive (ep), neutral (eneu), negative (en) or
strong negative (esn).

• Most frequent unrecognised abbreviations spell-checking :
We replace some of the most habitual ungrammatical
Spanish abbreviations by their grammatical form.

• URL normalisation: Web addresses are replaced with
the string ‘URL’.

• Laughs normalisation: Different variants of laughs in
Spanish language (e.g. ‘jjjaja’, ‘JJEEJJ’,...) are nor-
malised as jxjx where x ∈ {a, e, i, o, u}. For example,
‘ jjjaja’ becomes ‘ jaja’.

• Treatment of special Twitter elements (‘@’and ‘#’):
User mentions are modified: we eliminate the ‘@’ sym-
bol and capitalise the first character (e.g. ‘@user’ be-
comes ‘User’ ). Regarding the hashtags, if one appears
at the beginning or the end of a tweet, then the com-
plete hashtag is eliminated. Otherwise we only delete
the ‘#’.

2.2 Generic semantic approach (GSA)
We took a purely semantic proposal presented in [16] as a
part of our system. This approach carries out segmenta-
tion, tokenisation and pos-tagging of texts, to then obtain a
dependency tree for each sentence by means of dependency
parsing. We then employ the syntactic structure to treat
three of the most significant constructions on sentiment anal-
ysis: intensification, adversative subordinate clauses and

negation. We use dependency types to identify the scope
of these constructions and modify the semantic orientation
value of the polarity words inside that scope. As a result,
we obtain the so for each sentence and then aggregate them
to calculate the global so of a text.
We finally include that final so, and the number of positive
and negative words in a tweet, as features for a supervised
classifier. We use the Spanish opinion lexicon of Brooke et
al. [3] to determine which words are opinionated.

2.3 Morphosyntactic information (MSI)
The employment of pos-tagging information in polarity clas-
sification tasks is a widely discussed issue. Pak and Paroubek
[8] and Spencer and Uchyigit [12] suggest that certain pos-
tags, such as adjectives or personal pronouns, are more fre-
quent in subjective texts. In this respect, we observed a
similar tendency in the training set of the tass 2012 cor-
pus. Table 1 shows a selection of relevant tag frequencies.
In the same way, we hypothesise that dependency types are
also useful in order to classify the polarity of the tweets.

To test this, we have used the Ancora corpus [14] and the
Nivre arc-eager algorithm included in MaltParser [6].

Class a n v i f

p+ 0.060 0.256 0.111 0.004 0.215
p 0.056 0.266 0.119 0.002 0.198
neu 0.057 0.254 0.133 0.001 0.163
n 0.050 0.263 0.132 0.001 0.161
n+ 0.060 0.266 0.118 0.001 0.154
none 0.048 0.299 0.090 0.001 0.220

Table 1: Tag frequencies in the training set: adjec-
tives (a), nouns (n), verbs (v), interjections (i) and
punctuation marks (f )

Class ci atr cc cag

p+ 0.008 0.105 0.042 0.004
p 0.010 0.010 0.051 0.000
neu 0.010 0.141 0.053 0.001
n 0.009 0.000 0.055 0.150
n+ 0.007 0.000 0.049 0.145
none 0.179 0.008 0.003 0.001

Table 2: Dependency type frequencies in the train-
ing set: indirect object (ci), subject complement
(atr), adjunct (cc) and agent (cag)

Table 2 shows the frequency of some dependency types2 on
the training set of the tass 2012 corpus. The frequency
distribution of certain dependencies such as the agent is es-
pecially relevant, which suggests that Spanish users employ
the passive voice more often in negative reviews. To treat
both pos-tags and dependency structure, we included the to-
tal number of occurrences of each tag and dependency type
instance found in each tweet as features for the classifier.

2.4 Domain adaptation (DA)
In Twitter texts, there is a high frequency of some special
subjective elements that are not included in generic opinion
2We use the Ancora dependency type tags.



lexicons. Emoticons, laughs and some Twitter tags, such
as Follow Friday (‘FF’ ) or Retweet (‘RT’ ), are some of the
clearest examples that, while usually being subjective, do
not appear in semantic dictionaries. To improve the perfor-
mance in a specific domain and in a specific social medium,
we have developed an automatic mechanism that enriches
and adapts semantic knowledge to a particular field. Our
procedure consists of two different and separate tasks: se-
lection of the most discriminating tokens and adaptation of
semantic dictionaries.

2.4.1 Selection of the most discriminating tokens
The goal is to create a ranked list of words to help distinguish
between the different categories of the tass 2012 corpus, and
use each word of that list as a feature for the classifier. We
use binary occurrence as the weighting factor, because we
hypothesise that each word usually appears at most once in
a tweet.

Term Ranking Ranking
(4 classes) (6 classes)

ep (emoticon) 1 1
url 4 4
ff 30 47
jaja (laugh) 101 11,964

Table 3: Ranking of some of discriminating terms
on the training set of the TASS 2012 corpus

We rank the terms by measuring the information gain with
respect to the class, employing the attribute selection tools
provided by weka and the training set of the tass 2012

corpus. To make the selection more robust we used a ten-
fold cross-validation. We extracted more than 14,000 dis-
criminating terms. However, only a few hundred of terms
provided an information gain greater than zero, so we decide
to include only those words. Table 3 shows some effective
classifier tokens that are not included in a generic dictionary.

2.4.2 Adaptation of semantic dictionaries
Our generic semantic approach uses a generic opinion lexi-
con. In order to adapt it to the Twitter domain, we have
developed an automatic enrichment mechanism for seman-
tic dictionaries. In the same line as in Selection of the most
discriminating tokens, we rank the best polarity terms, but
in this case, we have only taken into account p+, p, n and
n+ classes. We then assign a so to each ranked term, based
on the number of occurrences both in positive and negative
tweets, and we add them to the semantic dictionaries. How-
ever, the improvement in performance was negligible when
this method was used jointly with the Selection of the most
discriminating tokens.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The tass 2012 workshop proposed two different tasks about
sentiment analysis: classification into six categories (p+, p,
neu, n, n+ and none) and classification into four categories
(the classes p+ and n+ are included in the classes p and n,
respectively). We used the tass 2012 training and test sets
to evaluate our proposal.
Tables 4 and 5 show the results obtained for the two po-
larity classification tasks: four and six categories. We used

Measure GSA MSI DA

Fp 0.631 0.680 0.745
Fneu 0.000 0.000 0.054
Fn 0.566 0.603 0.671
Fnone 0.574 0.564 0.620
Accuracy 0.587 0.615 0.676

Table 4: Results on the test set (4 classes)2

Measure GSA MSI DA

Fp+ 0.609 0.637 0.705
Fp 0.000 0.040 0.307
Fneu 0.000 0.009 0.089
Fn 0.452 0.478 0.512
Fn+ 0.000 0.120 0.441
Fnone 0.575 0.605 0.648
Accuracy 0.523 0.546 0.600

Table 5: Results on the test set (6 classes)

the F-measure defined as F = 2×R×P

R+P
, where P is the num-

ber of true positives divided by the sum of true and false
positives, and R is the number of true positives divided by
the sum of the true positives and false negatives. The sub-
scripts in Tables 4 and 5 refer to each category of the tass

2012 corpus. In both tasks, the gsa approach obtains a
good performance. The incorporation of pos-tag and syn-
tactic information improves the classification performance
on positive and negative tweets. This reinforces the idea
that users employ certain pos-tags and syntactic functions
more frequently depending on the polarity of the review.
The accuracy obtained by our final approach suggests that,
although generic opinion lexicons and the morphosyntactic
structure of the tweets are helpful to classify the sentiment of
the message we need to incorporate domain semantic knowl-
edge to optimise the performance.
Moreover, in both cases, the performance on neutral tweets
is low.3 We hypothesise that this phenomenon is due to
two factors. The first refers to an intrinsic characteristic of
neutral tweets: the mixture of favourable and unfavourable
opinions complicates the categorisation of these tweets, even
more so in Twitter, where users have no space to argue their
point of view. The second refers to the ambiguous criteria
used in the corpus to distinguish between neu and none

tweets, as has been pointed out by some authors [11].

Method Accuracy Accuracy
(4 classes) (6 classes)

Our proposal (features+smo) 0.676 0.600
smo 0.630 0.532
Our features with NaiveBayes 0.582 0.494
Our features with j48 0.574 0.452
j48 0.565 0.482
NaiveBayes 0.523 0.472

Table 6: Performance on the TASS 2012 test set
with different methods

3The small number of the neu tweets into the tass 2012

training set (around 2%) makes it difficult for the classifier
to learn these tweets satisfactorily.



Finally, we tested the effectiveness of our features with other
classifiers. We selected NaiveBayes and j48 (the weka im-
plementation of a C4.5 decision tree). Table 6 shows the per-
formance of these classifiers, compared to the corresponding
pure machine learning approaches, which use as attributes
a vector of words representing the text. In this case, we ap-
plied pre-processing of Section 2.1 and lemmatisation steps
and we kept the weka default configuration. Results sug-
gest that our features are generalizable and outperform the
baseline of different classifiers.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we describe an approach which uses pos-tag
information, dependency structure and semantic knowledge
to train a supervised classifier that categorises the sentiment
of Spanish tweets. Experimental results show a good per-
formance and suggest that the morphosyntactic structure of
the tweets is useful to classify their sentiment.
As future work, there are many aspects that we would like
to explore. The current preprocessing of the tweets is quite
simple. We would like to determine how an exhaustive
normalisation of tweets could help in polarity classification
tasks. In this respect, Oliva et al. [7] propose a sms normal-
isation system that could enrich our preprocessing module.
We would also like to explore how to modify dependency
parsing for microtexts. In this line, the approach of Gimpel
et al. [4] could be usefully adapted to our proposal. Finally,
we believe that the method of Batista and Ribeiro [2] could
help to improve the performance of our approach: instead of
training a classifier to distinguish between n categories, they
train n-1 binary classifiers and combine the final results, ex-
ploiting the differences between the different classes.
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